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Abstract

A orbiting tethered s_tellite can propel itself by reaction against the gravitational
gradient, with expenditure of energy but r,ith no use of on-board reaction mass.
Energy can be added to the orbit by pumping the tether length in the same way
as pumping a swing. Examples of tether propulsion in orbit without use of reaction
ma.s's are discussed, including: (1) using tether extension to reposition a satellite
in orbit without fuel expenditure by extending a mass on the end of e, tether; (2)
using a tether for eccentricity pumping to add energy to the orbit for boosting and
orbit_tl transfer, and (3) length modulation of a spinning tether to transfer angular
momentum between the orbit and tether spin, thus allowing changes in orbital angular
momentum.

1. Introduction

A tether is a long, flexible cable which connects one part of a satellite with
another. Although quite simple, many very interesting things ca,_ be done in space
using tethers [1-3]. In the equilibrium configuratio.,.,, as shown in figure 1, the tether
is oriented radially outward, w_'_ha tension on the tether due to the gravitational
gradient (or "tidal") force.

The effective acceleration due to the gravity gradient a distance • from the c_nter
of mass (CM) is, to first order:

= gor_Z/ro, (1)ae/] 3 2 3

v,here go is the gravity at the Earth's surface, to is the orbital radius and r, is the
radius of the earth.

Most analyses of tether orbits assume that the center of mass of a tethered satcllite
system remains in the original orbit; i.e., that the angular velocity of the tethered
satellite does not change as the tether is extev.ded or retracted. This is true only to
the first order approximation in tether length. Briefly, the mass that extends outward
experiences an increase in centrifugal force that increases linearly with distance, but
the m_as that extends inward experiences gravity that ira,teases faster than linear'y.
Thus, as the tether is unreeled, the center of mass of the orbit is pulled inw;_rd. :t_o
conserve angular momentum, the angular velocity of the orbit increases.

* C_'rent address: Suerdrup TecAnology, NASA Lewis Research Center q6_'_, 21000 BJookpark

Rd., Cleveiond, OH 44155.
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':['he effect that a tethered satellite can extend across the gravity gradient can be
used for propulsion. The following analysis (sections 2 and 3) follows my calculations
fro_ _.vof'_"°n"'_ !. _: :! ....... I,........... re,a, ,_ut_ Lo secLion 3 are also derived in reference 5.

2. Orbital Repositioning of a Satellite

in the following section we assume a tether of negligible mass in circular orbit.
The extension of the enalysis to tethers of non-neglig,;,ble mass is st.raightforw_rd.

Consider a satellite of mass mi consisting of two pieces of mass ml=m2=mi/2
connected by a tether. The initial orbit is assumed to be circular, with an angular
velocity Woand an initial orbital radius (measured from the Earth's center) ro. With
the tether at initial length zero, the orbit has initial angular momentum

Li =miwor_. (2)

Now assume that the tether is extended to length • in each direction from the
CM, as shown in figure 1. The total length is 2z. Note that energy decreases, since
in deploying a tether work is done by the effective tidal force. Angular momentum is
still conserved,

L= + (3)

where r,,_ is the orbital radius of the CM, and r_=r¢,, - z and r2=r¢,_ + z. The
inward tension on the low end of the tether must equal tile outward tension on the
high end of tbe tether If we expand to second order in z, then set equation (2) equal
to equation (._) to s, ,e for ,+and r:,, as a f_tnction of tether extension z, we find the
center of mass dro: ,,

X 2
r_,,,= ro - 5 -- (4)

Po

and the orbital period P increases as the tether extends:

P = Poll - 9(--'-) ]. (5)
i Fc

i ["or example, a GEO satellite consisting of two equal masses on a 1000 kin long
tether will have a period faster tkan that of an untethered satellite by 0.44 ° per day.

Inclusion of higher order terms results in an increase in the effect.

If the two masses are allowed to differ, the orbital period change is proportional
to mtm'_/(rnl -_-m_), which is maximum when the two masses are equal.
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Tou_.ward T

Eartt_ center of mass

F/_ure 1. Tether orbit and definitions

/
5. orbital/2, extend tether.altitude

increase,, _

4. retract tether at new perigee
i. initial \

circular orbi_

Figure 2. Tether length variation causes eccentricity change
from initially circular orbit (eccentricity greatly exaggerated)
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3. Orbital Propulsion by Eccengr_clty Pumping
t

i The prece_ding analysis has assumed equilibrium conditions, i.e., that the orbit .i

i remains circular during the extension and deployment of the tether. This assumption

is true only if the tether is deployed or retracted over a time greater than an orbital

period. Faster deployment wiil result in dynamic changes to the orbital eccentricity.
• This is shown in figure 2, where an initially circular orbit is altered to an eccentric

orbit by modulation of the tether length. Continuing the length modulation allows
eccentricity to be continuously increased (or decreased). This effect can be used as a
means for orbital propulsion that does not require expenditure of reaction mass. In
the process energy is added to the orbit (from a power source on board the spacecraft),
while the orbital angular moment,m is constant. Particular applications are injection
of a spacecraft into an escape orbit from an initially circular orbit, and use of _he
process for transfer orbits, e.g., LEO to GEO.

The method is straightforward. A mass is deployed away front the spacecraft on
the end of a tether. The stable configuration is with the tether oriented radially from
the central body. The tether is mounted on a reel with a motor which can pull it in
or let it out. The method of orbit pumping consists of pulling the tether in at perigee
(more generally, periapsis) and letting the tether out at apogee. Since gravitational
gradient (tidal) forces are to first order proportional to the inverse radial distance
cubed, more mezhanical work is done against the tidal force in pulling the tether
in than is returned when the tether is let back out. Thus, energy is added to the
orbit. Since the orbital angular momentum is unchanged, the eccentricity , of the
orbit increases. This is shown in schemat'c in figure 3.

As an aside, it may be noted that this process is essentially the same as the

process of adding energy to a playground swing by "pumping" [6].

Co:_,trary to expectations, the eccentricity pumping process is most effective when
the orbit is nearly circular. Although the amount of energy available per orbit .I,i
decreases as the orbit becomes nearly circular, the sensitivity of the eccentricity _ to ]
small changes in energy increases as l/e, and this factor dwqira _es over the decrease !t

in energy, l%r a perfec!ly circular orbit, higher order ",,e..'mscontribute as well. i
,i!

The reverse process, circularizing an eccentric orbit by removal of energy by a
viscoelastic tether, has been discussed in detail by Columbo e* a,. [7]. TMs is
equivalent to tidal damping, a natural phenomenon that accounts for the fact thal
most of the moons in the solar system have nearly circular orbits.

Eccentricity pumping can only be done if the initial orbit is high enough that the
minimum perigee does not impact, the primary, l_br pumping from an initial circular
orbit at distance a to escape this implies that ao > 2 r,. In goneral, the minimum
perigee must also be high enough not, to intersect the ad,mosphere. This corresponds
to an initial orbital radius of ~13,150 kin, or a minimum initial o,'bital altit,lde of
6,,) I,) knl.
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(scherrmtic). Tether Lqretracted at perigee
expended a_uve of orbit, extended at apogee. Since thebooster satelltte

_(_D___ t._er __j___. gravity gradlent is higher at perigee thanat apogee, more energy is input to the
system during retraction than is

Tether detail recovered dt_ring extension of the tether,
_nd so net work is done. This work
r--_sultsin paninc_asc of orbital energy.
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Again, assume that the tether itself is of negligible mass. The case of a massive
_e ".__ther can be straightforwardly calcuktted by integration over the mass distribution.
'"-' ......... ' ' " ' ' " ..... ti hi h'_ye 00130 ¢'t_b_:llllt:_ bll(_b bile 1l.Ii:1,85e5 Oil ed,(.,,.'i el.,(; (}i um 1,euler are equal, le case w c
for fixed tether length maximizes O,,,eeffect. Extrapolation to unequal masses is
straighttbrward. Assume equal masses m/2 extended on the ends of a tether of full
length d (i.e., half-length z). The mechanical energy stored in the tether is:

3 2
re 2

E = _ mgoTgdro (6)

Now assume the orbit is elliptical, with eccentricity e. The orbital energy is

r(1 -
E = -- _z9o (7)

ii 2ao

The amount of energy required to retract the tether at perigee minus the amount
recovered in extending the tether at perigee is:

AE -_ _.3mgod 2 ---::.r__(6 + e_) (8)
orbit 8 aao

51 the real case, the tether length d will not reeled in all the way to zero length.
An effective value of d can be used, d,_/l = d._.. - d_i ..

The sensitivity of eccentricity to changes in energy is

dt ao

dE - mgor_c (9)

The orbital period, exp, essed in terms of the orbital period of the initial circular
orbit, is

,-=otl -?)-i (10)

The average power required is:

dE 3 _"
-:- = =,n9o r--t-_de e(6 + e2)(l - ¢'_) (11)
dt _ aa ro

The function of c has a maximum of 2.45 at ,=0.6. In practical units, this is an .,
aw:rage specific power of

J
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P = (280w/kg) aZ9/2L_"¢(2.45+ 0.4h2)(3 -- cz) (12)

where a., is the initial semimajor axis in multiples of the e-'rth r.3dius r, and L
is the tether length in thousands of kilometers. Note that t.he [u:Jctio_3 of _ has be,_.n

norma.]ized 13oa maximum value of 1. Since for most applications _. wl,.'31be << 1000
km and _ will be >~1.5 r,, this specific power is well within a.chievablc !evels. The
peak power !e-eis required will be higher, -_nd depend on how fast the tether is reeled
in.

"i_.en the rate of change of eccentricity is

d_ d_ dE 3 d_

dt - aE dt - 8roa2o (6+e2)(1-e_)_ (13)

Tc find the time required to reach a given eccentricity, this expression is inverted
and iptegrated. The integral can be done e×actly,

8 a'; 1 7e ] e (14)t(,) = -_rO-d-_ 7_'42 tan-i[s/4-2(1. - e"_) + 7yql -,_

Figure 4 sinews the time to reach a given eccentricity. (}{ere time is plotted i,_
,e units of a_,/Z2ro, which is simply the initial orbital period scaled by the sqvar-d

tether length. Initial orbital peritJd is 90 minutes for LEO). Escape is approacho_t
as) mptoticall).

It is also o_:interest to look at the time required to reach a given apogee altitude:
this is shown in figure 5. Again time is in units of the scaled orbital period, aml
altitude is _iw.n as a multiple of the initial orbital radius (measured from t}w cerlter
of the Earth). At long times the altitude increases alrnost linearly w_th time.

As ah _!xample, consider the case where eccentricity. pumping is u:wd t,_ move,
from I,EG _o g_synchrr, nous transfer orbit, aaEo=6 63 r,, so at.Eo-,Eo = 3.82 r,.
and ¢-r:o-cL'o = 0.738. '['he minimvm perigee requirement leads to a minimtam irlit ial
orbitai radius of ao -= 17,1 r,, i.e., initial orbital altitude 4700 km and initial _)?,it,i

period re ~ 200 rain. From figure 6, the time needed is 0.43 ro(_)".

For a 500 ._.,n tether length, (_-)_- ,-.bOO, arid the orbital pumpinK l,:Ov,,ss tai<,,s
725 hour--:, or about ,,."1days.

_, efficient technique for the apogee kick -vould be to cont.iH',l(' ,,c,'t,zitricil 5
!_umping until the apogee is well p,_t GEO, perform the apogee, kick, then use
eccer_tricity pumpiv.g in reverse to circularize the orbit. The amot_,t of velo,il v _lt;,.t_e
AV required to give the orbit sufficient angular momentum !o attain circular or}fit at
GEO is inversely proportional to the distance. Thus, i,_ thm_y, '}.,, A\" ne,'d,,d for
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law

apogee kick could be made arbitrarily low by pumping the apogee to a high enough
iJfitial value, although this would take a long time.

The decrease in eccentricity rat,." w:ith !ncreasing _centricity is due to several
factors, one of them being that the er_,"_.¢ transfer per orbit is proportional to the
square of t.he tether length over thl- orbital semimajor axis. As the eccentricity,
eaad thus the senfimajor axis, increases, the rate decrea.q_. Since the tettier is
retracto.t at perigee, the effect can be eliminated by i,acreasing the tether length as
the apog_ distance increases. (As tether length increase_, '_hie ":;ill require initiating
the retraction slightly befoie perigee..) Note that since the total stre_s due to tidal
force goes as d2/r s, the maximum stress at apogee decreases despite tee incceased
tether __ength.

The requirement for a minimum initial altitude comes from the nec_essiW that the
minimum perigee of the orbit not interceot the atmosphere. This requirement can
be alleviated, if the pumping maneuver is ccrabined with an incre_ae:tal AV at each
apogee to increase the angular momentum just sufficier.t!y to keep the perigee from
decreasing.

4. Pro_ulsion Using a Spinning Tether

The calculations in the preceeding section have all been done assuming that the
tether is not spinning. This is not required by phy:!c% but is a practical consideratio:.l
due to tlhe limits of real raaterial strength. For a spinning tether, ,:entrifigal stresse_:
can very rapidly b_ome extremely large. The constraint to avoid spinning the tether
,,luring retraction will p,_t a limit on the maximum modulation d¢.r!,/d possible.

If the tether _ allowed to spin, however, a vast!y more effective propt_Ision method
which is not linfited by orbital angular momentu,l is possible. "i'his is shown in
schematic in _gure 6. For example, _o increase the orbital altitude, tbe tether is
extended wl'.ile horizontal, and retracted when vertical. Since in retraction work is

done ag_uust the gravitational gradient, the orbital energy increases. ']?he orbital
angular naomen+,um also increases, and the spin of the tether increases (if the spin is
opposite to !,he orbital direction) or decreases (if the spin is the same as the orbit).
Effectively, angular momen_.um is txansferred from the orb_L to the tether.

The arlieu'_t of energ,y transferred per sp!n is nearly independent of the spin rate,
and thus the higher the spin rate of the tot.her, the faster (in principle) the orbital
energy can be. changed. The rate of orbital c.hai_ge is limited only by the power source
and tbe materials strength. If the energy source had sufficiently high power, it would
even bc possible to propel past escape velocity.

Orbita!. piane changes are also possible (although slightly more difficult to
illustrate). Fbr plane changes the tether spin axis is optimally in the plane of the
orbit, and again the tether length is modulated in phase with the orbit.
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_xtend tether at _ g[ "_" _ "
horizontal position "_
(null gravity " _ "_
_'adient) retract tether at

ve.-tical position
(against gravity

Figw_ 6, Orbital propulsion ___ing a spinning tether (orbitsJ motion
here is clockwise; tether spin counterclockwlse).

Torque 1

2 F..t = F,, sin(d>2) - FI sin(q>,)
F/gure 7. Forces on a tilteci tether fshown in locally Luertial reference

frame). Since F_> Fs and _z > _i, _]_ere is a net side force on the center
of mass of the tet.her as well as a torque.

+
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An alternative view of this propulsion system, showing the origin of the forces,
.......... o ...................... _ ...... ,.,_,,_j, .,_,..,L,,.,13 & net ,.,A_.,,..,

force on the tether due to the fact that the gravity on the two end masses is not
the same. In general for a spinning tether this side force averag_ to zero. However,
by (for example) increasing the tether length when the tether is angled to the left
of vertical, and decreasing the tether length when it is to the right of vertical (i.e.,
modulating the length) the average can be made non-_ro. This side force is then
used for propulsion.

For real materials the amount of angular momentum which can be stored in
the tether is limited. An untapered material can rotate at a maximum tip speed
which is characteristic of the ma_.erial, v, = x/T(breaking stress)/density]. This value
v, is slightly under 2 km/sec for the best currently existing fiber. Defect-free fibe:'s
of high-strength materials-silicon carbide, diamond-have theoretically much better
values, and ten tim,_ this value, 20 krr,/sec, is • ot unreasonable to expect in the
long term. R)r constant tip speed, angular momentum incre_es linearly with tether
length, and so the effectiveness increases with tether length.

As an example, suppose a spinning tether is used for propulsion from LEO :o
escape. Angular momentum at LEO is (6500 km)(7.9 kin/see) or about 50,000
km_/sec. Angular momentum at escape is km2/sec. The difference, about 20,,°,00

, km_/sec, must be taken up in tether spin. At a maximum V, of 2 km/sec, the tether
I length required will be 10,000 km. If 20 km/sec V, could be achieved, the required

tether length is only 1000 km, a tether length which is not unreasonable to expect _o
be achievable in the long term.

Alternatively, if angular momentum can be transfered to some external sink, this
m_y not be a limitation. The obvious choice is to transfer momentum to the Earth's
magnetic field via a magnetic torquer, such as is used in many satellit_ for orientation
control. This could be done by a method as simple as driving an alternating current
along the length of the tether and using the v x B potential to drive energy through
a load (appropriately this load would be the tether winch motor, allowing the energy
put into tether spin to be recovered). This then becomes conceptually similar to

,_-_electrodynamic tether propulsion (see, for example, discussions in referenc_ 1-oJ,,
except that tether spin velocity is substituted for orbital velocity, and since required
the current is AC, no return path along the space plasma is required.

5. Conclusions

A tethered satellite system can extend significant distances across the
gravitational gradient of the, body it is orbiting. This effect can be made use of,
using the gravity gradient itself for propulsion. Several applications are discussed.
These _pplications are noteworthy as examples of raising an orbit "by its bootstraps"
by pulling agail_st the gravity gradier:t.

Of course, these propulsion system_, 9re not reactionless in the phy,_ics sense:
Newton's law of conservation of momentum is no;, violated, since moment-m i_
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transferred to the Earth (or primary) by the gravitational attraction. However, they
are reactionless in a real, engineering sense, in that no propellant is expended as
reactlc_n rnass. If a limitless energy source is available, such az a solar power system,
the tether system can maneuver completely in Earth orbit.
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